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Our Story 
How it all began 

In the busy, cosmopolitan city of Mumbai, Aarey is the only green patch that keeps 
the city breathing, it is the lungs of this overworked body. Despite being the chord 

that connects one suburb to another, Aarey has managed to retain the charm of an 
abandoned hill station, its lush green expanse calling out to motorists and 

pedestrians - some who prefer to take this route for its sheer scenic value. Aarey 
Colony has been home to milk processing units for several years now, and is also 
where ‘Film City’, a studio complex was set up decades back and is still operational. 

What most people may not know, however, is that Aarey Colony is also home to 27 
different tribal units spreading over a total area roughly over 3000 sq. metres. These 

women, men and children, are disconnected from the city and the resources 
needed to live an enriching life.  

A few years back, Mr. Eugene Das, founder of We Will Help (WWH) was introduced 

to the tribal community of Aarey through his local parish - St. Vincent Palloti. The 27 
adivasi padas within Aarey Colony which did not have the basic necessities for the 

sustenance of human life turned out to be an eye opener for Mr. Das. He decided to 
explore the units and that’s how his engagement with the first pada - Unit 22, Aarey 
Colony began. He spoke to some youth in the area and gathered that they were in 

need of opportunities to prove themselves. They also narrated the story of how they 
bridged Unit 22 to the main road by carrying boulders on their shoulders, opening 

up more prospects for development in the area and making it accessible to 
outsiders. 

Through continued interactions with the community youth, Mr. Das was able to 

understand and assess the problems in the area. This was followed by meetings 
with the other community members and their representatives, that culminated in the 

setting up of the first community centre in 2013.  

WWH Charitable Foundation (WWH) was registered as a Public Charitable Trust in 
2013 to carry out services and activities for tribals living in the interior jungles of 

Aarey Colony. The objective is to support the community and empower it by 
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providing grassroots level training for children, women, youth and adults in the 
following areas: 

1. Education, learning and skills development through Project Gyan 

2. Health through Project Swaasthya  

3. Women Empowerment through Project Swabhimaan 

4. Community Development through Project Saamudayik Vikas 

The first community centre was inaugurated in Unit 22 of the Colony on October 20, 
2013.  

Fr. Charles Fernandes, Parish Priest of St. Vincent Pallotti Church, Marol, and 
Spiritual Director of SSVP, Vincent Pallotti Church blessed the centre.  
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Mr. John Lobo, President of Central Council of Bombay lighting the lamp at the 

inauguration of the centre 

The community centre seeks to serve as a space for dialogue and engagement 

between the community members and WWH. 

Having identified the needs of the pada, we subsequently got our first Centre 
inaugurated in October 2013, catering to 4 project areas of : 

‣ Project Gyaan (Education) 

‣ Project Swaasthya ( Health) 

‣ Project Swaabhimaan ( Women Empowerment) and 

‣ Project Saamudayik Vikaas ( Community Development) 
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Activities  
Project Gyan 

As the name suggests, Project Gyan is designed to provide impetus to the development 
of the community through skill-based education. When the community centre became 
functional, the response was overwhelming; community members came forward in 
impressive numbers to enrol on the courses available. Project Gyan offers the following 
avenues for learning: 

• Computer Training  

The Community Centre has been equipped with 8 computers and 2 teachers to conduct 
computer training specific to the needs of the women, youth and children of the 
community.  

Courses available: Typing, Basic, Tally, DTP, Hardware, Adobe Photoshop, MSCIT 

• Spoken English Program  

WWH was chosen for a collaboration by Times Of India and the BRITISH COUNCIL for its 
TEACH INDIA program that aims to teach English to marginalised youth and children. 

• Music Training  

A talented young man from the community, Siddhant Jadhav, proficient in tribal music, 
started conducting classes for youth inclined towards music. He also formed an orchestra 
group to perform at events. 

• Dance Training  

Dance is one of the most dynamic forms of creative expression and we roped in a 
choreographer to teach young children its different forms.  

• Arts and Crafts 

Encouraging local talent from the community, WWH engaged with a young man to enable 
him to share his knowledge of various arts and crafts through workshops for children. 
Drawing competitions were regularly held to foster a healthy competitive spirit. 
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• Martial arts  

On November 7, 2013, WWH tied up with White Tigers Taekwondo Association to make 
Taekwondo training accessible to the children of Unit 22. Taekwondo is a set martial art 
techniques of self-defence which will benefit the children who stay in a secluded hamlet, 
cut off from the mainland.  
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• Cultural Activities and Sports  

The first ever cricket tournament of Unit 22, ‘CRICKET FOR UNITY’ was conducted on 
January 26, 2014 . Youth with a keen interest in cricket were mobilised to play the 
tournament and inspire others to participate in the game. 

So far, 192 community members have directly benefitted from these programs.  

Miscellaneous Activities:  

‣ WWH welcomed Buddhist Monks and organised a community function; a prayer 
service, preaching and lunch were arranged for them.  
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Project Swaasthya  
Swaasthya, meaning health, soundness and well-being, is the most valuable capital in 
every community. With this in mind, WWH decided to make healthcare affordable and 
accessible to the members of Unit 22. Free monthly medical camps - paediatric and blood 
donation, health awareness workshops and basic nutrition programs are regularly 
organised in the community. The monthly health check ups this year, were organised with 
the help of Larsen & Toubro mobile medical centre. Roughly 200 families benefited from 
each of these camps.  

In the sphere of health, we conducted our first healthcare camp successfully on October 
17, 2013. The doctors were provided by BSES Hospital, Andheri (West), Mumbai. L&T 
health centre doctors arrived at the community centre with their mobile vans to provide 
free treatment and medicines. 102 patients attended the camp. 
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Indicators of progress:  

‣ Locals from Unit 22 brought the case of a community member suffering from cancer to 
the notice of WWH. He had been undergoing chemotherapy for a tumour on his neck. 
WWH connected with its partner, Society of St. Vincent de Paul (SSVP) who responded 
promptly by beginning to provide a monthly ration worth Rs. 500 to the patient’s family. 

‣ The project ‘HOPE’ was launched in February 2014 in collaboration with Tata Chemicals 
Ltd/SOSVA. The employees of these companies came on board to take separate 
sessions for children, women and youth in the community covering topics of health and 
hygiene, effects of junk food, and the advantages of eating healthy. These sessions were 
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interactive in nature and information was given by means of games, puppet shows, 
group activities, slide shows and short films.  

‣ On February 21, 2014, 9th paediatric camp held at Poomeri Balwadi in collaboration 
with Hupihana, 65 children were treated. 
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Project Swabhimaan 
In a day and age where gender equality is still a distant dream, Swabhimaan, meaning 
dignity and self-respect is a project designed by WWH to empower women through 
vocational, livelihood and skills development training programs. To that end, it finds 
various avenues to create income-generating options for the women of Unit 22.  

WWH has set up a sewing centre and also made training programs available for those 
interested in taking up Mehndi Designing and Beauty as careers. So far, 4 sewing 
machines have been installed at the centre and a teacher has been appointed from within 
the community. 45 women have enrolled and benefitted from this program.  

Self Help Groups (SHGs) are being formed and Social Enterprise programs plans are 
underway. 

On March 5 and 6, 2014, a Motivation Development Seminar was conducted jointly by 
MSME Development Insitute under the Government’s Ministry of Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises and WWH. The seminar was conducted in Unit 22 and 32 where 
eminent speakers addressed the gathering.  
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Project Saamudayik Vikas 
A community’s development is largely reliant on the participation of its members. Through 
Project Saamudayik Vikas, WWH encourages ownership and participation of Unit 22’s 
community members in cleanliness, hygiene and sanitation for healthy environment, 
counselling on social issues, awareness and communal harmony.  

Community Participation in Cleanliness, Hygiene and Sanitation for Healthy Environment 

WWH employs local community members to monitor and keep the area clean and to clear 
the accumulated dump waste ensuring the space is garbage-free.  

‣ Under this project, cleanliness drives were organised in the community every month.  

Counselling, Awareness and Communal Harmony  

WWH provides counselling to families, individuals and the community at large on a case 
by case basis focusing on the immediate problems and then offering solutions. The focus 
is on creating awareness for women through these events with informed guest speaks 
with regards to their health, safety and physical abuse within their marriage; counselling 
teens about the importance of education for future job prospects, encouraging parents to 
be vigilant about their children’s health.  

Work under the project 

‣ On February 20, 2014, forging ahead, WWH set up a reading centre and had 4 concrete 
chairs built. The youth contributed hugely in creating this positive space in the 
community.  

‣ WWH took up the mantle of lighting up 2 densely clustered houses with no access to 
windows through affordable and sustainable means on March 22, 2014. WWH thanks 
SOSVA and the students of St. Xavier’s College for their help in this endeavour. We hope 
to light up more households in the future.  

‣ We are currently committed to setting up legal advise and self help groups in the 
community and hope that our plans will take shape soon.  
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Miscellaneous 

‣ Children’s Day Celebrations 
On November 14, 2013 an enterprising group of 1981 alumni students of St. John 
Evangelist High School, Marol, led by Christine Carol Gracias, came together to spend 
time with the kids at Unit 22. The day was marked by happiness and cheer on all faces 
and in all hearts.   

‣ Setting up Toy Library 

Group M and Mediacom volunteers visited the Unit 22 Balwadi to set up a toy library on 
March 7, 2014 in a collaboration between SOSVA and WWH.  
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Challenges  
&  

How We Overcame Them 

• Refraining Political Interference  
We stayed true to our vision and mission on the basis of which the Trust was formed and 
our work helped install in the community members the importance of the Community 
Centre and its role in aiding the holistic growth of the community. There was an attempt 
by certain political parties to exert influence on the youth leaders, but since the ground 
rules were set right at the beginning about not entertaining political parties and their 
influencers, the youth did not get swayed.  
• Administrative Permissions  
Initially, convincing the Aarey and BMC authorities and obtaining permissions from them 
to implement any programmes was difficult. However, the authorities gave the green light 
when they witnessed the sincerity of the youth in wanting to effect a positive systemic 
change in the community. The Aarey officials also joined hands with WWH in identifying 
criminal elements and taking immediate steps to curb their actions.  

Overcoming challenges together brought the community members closer together and 
ignited their enthusiasm in actively participating in the processes designed by WWH for 
them. 

Looking Forward 
• Tying up with corporate partners for job recruitment of our students 

• A corporate/hospital to organise and conduct specialised health check up camps  

• Employment for ladies who have learnt stitching  

• Tying up with a corporate to set up a library  

• Developing training programs for Hardware, MSCIT, Mobile Repairing and Nursing 
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On the completion of an exciting and eventful first year, WWH hopes to bring the 
marginalised community into the mainstream gradually through its efforts and envisions a 
more inclusive and productive landscape for the Units in Aarey Colony.  
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